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Adresse Glass Alliance 
Container Glass Alliance 
Benzstraße  
D-47533 Kleve 

Pays Allemagne

Téléphone 0049 28 21 5 06 0

Télécopie 0049 28 21 17 86 6

Internet www.glass-alliance.de

CORRESPONDANTS
Contact 1. M. William Grüninger 

General Manager 
Phone: 0049 28 21 5 06 0 
Fax: 0049 28 21 17 86 6  

Contact 2. M. Günther Mlynar 
Glass-Alliance Manager for Zippe Industrieanlagen GmbH 
Phone: 0049 9342 804 18 

Contact 3. M. Matthias Kunz 
Glass-Alliance Manager for Horn Glass Industries AG 
Phone: 0049 9636 920435  

Contact 4. M. Gilles Pauphilet 
Glass-Alliance Manager for Emhart Glass SA 
Phone: 0049 41 749 42 33  

Contact 5. M. Michael Bouwmann 
Glass-Alliance Manager for the MSK Covertech-Group 
Phone: 0049 2821 506 180 

Contact 6. Mme. Chris Hannen 
Glass-Alliance Manager for the MSK Covertech-Group 
Phone: 0033 474 088 300 
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PRODUITS OU MACHINES
Strong partners for strong benefits 
The members of the Glass-Alliance are connected primarily by one thing: cutting-edge technology in glass production. This level of performance has
seen all four suppliers become long-term leading suppliers in the production of glass and true experts in their fields.

You can now benefit from this knowledge and the many years of experience all from a single source.

Know-how 
The Glass-Alliance delivers the core know-how for a glass plant and is made up of market-leading manufacturers in their relevant fields. All four brand
companies are financially stable, have enjoyed long-term success on the market and supply you with the highest level of innovation, service and
quality standards directly developed in-house.

Optimum complete solution 
The direct communication and experience within the Glass-Alliance enables the project to be viewed from different perspectives and also as a
complete package. In this way, we can guarantee the optimum overall efficiency of your glass plant without any interface or compatibility problems.

Confidence 
The Container Glass Alliance assures you of the reliable integration of the equipment provided by all four partners. This guarantees a smooth and
efficient execution.

Independence 
The Glass-Alliance is not involved itself in glass manufacture and is able to offer you, therefore, neutral and independent expert advice.

Innovation 
The strong developments and constant innovations achieved by the Glass-Alliance members are the basis for the modern technology and efficiency
provided.

HISTOIRE DE L´ENTREPRISE
Glass-Alliance - Leaders in Glass Plant Solutions 
The Glass-Alliance stands for the highest international quality and solutions that shape the market.

Four leading suppliers in the hollow glass manufacturing industry – Zippe, Horn Glass, Emhart Glass and MSK – have formed the Container Glass
Alliance. The Glass Alliance provides targeted know-how, from experts in their fields, for the manufacture of container glass or individual projects and
production steps in your glass plant.

The cooperation, as well as providing a quicker and more direct flow of information between the four experts, leads to an enormous competitive edge
and advantages for your company.

The path to your glass plant

The Glass-Alliance guides you from the mixing and cullet processing stage from Zippe, the planning and production of glass-melting furnaces from
Horn Glass, hot-end and inspection machines from Emhart Glass, right through to the cold-end area of the lehrs and packaging from MSK. Every
Alliance member is available individually for you, providing special knowledge in their relevant areas.

We do not think of ourselves as merely equipment and plant suppliers but also as suppliers of solutions that you can use for your turnkey project or
also for your individual production areas.

Company Profile of Glass Alliance

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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